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Baldwin CPAs Expands in Louisville,
Kentucky
Baldwin CPAs is expanding its presence in Louisville, Kentucky. E�ective October 29,
2018, Lindemeyer, CPA in Crestwood will merge into Baldwin CPAs.
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Baldwin CPAs is expanding its presence in Louisville, Kentucky. Effective October 29,
2018, Lindemeyer, CPA in Crestwood will merge into Baldwin CPAs.

Baldwin CPAs has �ve of�ce locations throughout Kentucky, including Louisville.
With the acquisition of Lindemeyer, Baldwin CPAs will add 13 new employees to its
team, including two partners. The �rm will maintain both of�ce locations of 943 S.
1  Street, Louisville, KY, and 6460 LaGrange Road, Crestwood, KY, for the foreseeable
future.

“Lindemeyer, CPA has taken pride in being a true partner with its clients. We have
built a strong reputation by educating our clients and by continuously operating at
the highest levels of integrity,” said Lindemeyer managing member Nathan
Lindemeyer. “The merger with Baldwin CPAs allows us the ability to expand our
service offerings to our clients and offer additional depth of experience and
resources.”

Allan D. Koltin, CEO of Koltin Consulting Group, who advised both �rms on the
merger commented, “Baldwin’s strategy of �nding entrepreneurial partners in
smaller �rms and providing them with a broader platform of resources and talent
continues to produce great results. High performing partners Nathan Lindemeyer
and Beth Overbey will thrive with the Baldwin playbook and additional resources.
Lindemeyer brings a talented team of associates with them and this should provide
growth opportunities for them, as well. With this merger, there is no question that
Baldwin is now a major player in Kentucky, and speci�cally, the greater Louisville
area.”
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“We are very pleased to have such an outstanding group as Lindemeyer join our
team. We gain two highly accomplished partners and excellent staff. The synergies
between the two �rms is outstanding as Lindemeyer’s niches dovetail well into that
of Baldwin’s. This will expand our footprint in the Louisville, KY, market and is a part
of Baldwin’s strategic plan,” said Alan Long, managing member of Baldwin CPAs,
PLLC.

As a full-service accounting �rm, Baldwin CPAs provides a wide range of experience
and services to a variety of businesses and industries. Baldwin CPAs experienced
team offers audits, reviews and compilations, bookkeeping and payroll, business
consulting, business valuation, estate planning, forensic and litigation services,
human resources consulting, outsourced CFO services, peer reviews, retirement plan
administration, strategic planning, and tax preparation and planning. With of�ces
located in Flemingsburg, Lexington, Louisville, Maysville and Richmond, KY,
Baldwin CPAs has a large geographic footprint throughout the state.
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